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You Can Help Save Lives... 
- The doctors at St. Jude Children’s 

; Research Hospital caught Shane's 
cancer in time. To save his life they 
removed his leg. Despite his loss, 

, Shane considers himself lucky ... he 
ee id had St. Jude on his side. 

om Every year, St. Jude is on the side of 

ee thousands of children just like Shane. 
ii} .= A Almost 60 percent of these children 
iss. mid uA es will survive, but many, too, will die. 

IDs. =| ea) » To hospital founder Danny Thomas 
f ie | F and the entire St. Jude staff this is 
. ~  Daittng treatinent unacceptable. St. Jude's work will not 

be finished until all childhood cancer 
is nothing more than a bad memory. 

2 f 
... Like Shane's 

Just look how far 

Shane has come in 
three short years. St. : 
Jude has given him | 
another chance at life S 
and people like 7 
yourself helped to -s 
make it possible. ' 

Fighting cancer is a 
painful ordeal, and 

there are no certainties he, 
that Shane will not Pf oe 
relapse. But Shane is 4 _ 
alive and healthy and a. | ~~ 
doing the things boys a | _. 
his age like to do. And hy : e) . as long as St. Jude has 6 ie 
the support of a caring 
public, there will be J 

hope for children like a; i 

ehans. Today, Shane is healthy and active. 

Research Hospital For more information on how you can help, please write for your 
a. Memphie, TN 32108 free brochure, or call 1-800-238-9100.
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. . A few weeks ago, I was watching the news with one of my roommates when a 

Editorial McDonnell Douglas commercial came on. A jet came whooshing across the screen, 

completing a double-barrel roll in classic “Top Gun” fashion, prompting my 
roommate to wantonly exclaim, “Geez! I want to work for that company!” 

limmediately asked myself, “Well okay, but who’s going to save the world for 

humanity?” 

Too many students use their engineering education as merely vocational 

training to achieve personal ends, rather than fulfilling what I believe to be a 

responsibility of the entire profession— service to the public. 

It is ironic that students can attend a major public university, a veritable 

cornucopia of public service, and still be insensitive to the need for this noble work. 

The mission of the College clearly states its commitment to public service, but I 

question how many undergraduate students take this commitment seriously. 

In his recent Engineers’ Day speech, Dr. R. David Pittle, Technical Director of 

Consumers’ Union Laboratories, summed up best why we desperately need 

engineers in public service professions. 
i connected to the consumer; he doesn’t understand it— but 

he is killed Pittle. 

These words dramatize the awesome responsibility that engineering students are 

charged with today. In our increasingly technical society, average consumers are 

alienated from the technology they rely on for the conveniences of life, be it nuclear 

power plants or lawn mowers. The general public respects high technology and 

trusts manufacturers to produce fool-proof products. People take safety for granted, 

expecting to be protected. 

The old adage that guns don’t kill people simply isn’t true and never has been. 

° Guns manufactured with cheap, shoddy materials that misfire in the user’s face kill 

Public people, as do lawn mowers made without safety throttles. A hair dryer that can be 

turned off without unplugging it from the wall has the potential to fall into a tub 

‘ and kill someone as well. 

S e rvl Cc e ° But products aren’t the only things that can kill or harm people. Creating holes 

} in the ozone layer has got to be viewed as a no-no in my book, as is the production 

. of radioactive waste without safe disposal techniques. Even a poorly designed 

An Engineer’s nuclear power plant might indirectly kill or harm a person. 

If scientists and engineers do not continue to assume the responsibility of 

Responsibility protection, I would argue that no other group will. 

The government may claim to assume this responsibility, but they lack the 

experts, resources, and initiative to do so. The Reagan Administration’s position 

toward OSHA and NIOSH is well known, and to what degree officials heeded 

warnings from engineers at the Challenger launch is questionable. 

Similarly, our capitalistic private sector is an equally unlikely candidate for the 

job. It is certainly doubtful, in most cases, that companies would unilaterally add 

costly safety features on lawn mowers if their competition is not forced to do so. 

What can be done to create a greater awareness of the need for public service? 

According to Dr. Pittle, awareness at the undergraduate level must begin with 

faculty. While it is certainly vital that the college’s research in public service 

applications continues, it is not enough. If it were possible to instill public service 

awareness in all students going through the college, engineers would then carry 

awareness and ethics with them into industry, government, and education, having a 

profound effect on those respective institutions. 

In short, our political and economic systems are so intertwined that, left alone, 

little will be done to promote public service. And so it is left up to those who are 

best-suited for the task— the scientists and engineers working in institutions such as 

our own College, the forementioned Consumers’ Laboratories, and others. They 

must continue to show why we need environmental policy reforms, to design safer 

products and to create systems for the integration of the handicapped into 

mainstream society. And hopefully, the engineers of the future, as the extreme 

minority of the population that can affect the relationship between technology and 

society, will come to recognize their responsibility. Those who control and create 

technology have the obligation to protect those that use it, but don’t understand 

it.O 

AL Di acre eae ara , per 
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ourselves, we ask that you PLEASE interact will continue to be the substance of the 

L tt with us—tell us what you like and don’t like magazine, we welcome anything you would 

e ers about the magazine; tell us what you would like to submit to us. To this end, we 

do if you were in charge; tell us an inaugurate our ‘‘Letters’’ page, which we 

Editor’s note: In order to produce an interesting story; send us your grocery list, or hope will become your page. What do you 

informative, interesting magazine, and to your poems, or your fiction, or your non- think about SDI, the Badgers, Sematech, or 

prevent us from lapsing into some sort of _ fiction, or your photos, your cartoons, your the Stock Market? Our educational system? 

stale, muddled, and thoroughly totalitarian LETTERS, etc., etc. While technical The Engineering profession? The state of 

mindset in which we present material articles, book reviews, and similar technology? Let us know— an example 

pertinent to no one in particular except non-fiction have traditionally been and follows. 

To the Editors: . 
tripped over. the point that he should write a letter to 

It may seem strange to you editors The caption under my picture, — the editor. 
that I, your faculty advisor, am writing “Technical Writing Director,” does de- 3. Several colleagues hinted that 

you. a letter; you are used, I know, to serve comment. My official title is the editorial on the Space Defense 

nui Sy notes and phone calls. “Technical Writing Course Leader.” Initiative was a bit tendentious. (Well, 

y reason for writing is to serve as arole Under other circumstances, this inac- to be perfectly accurate in my reporting, 

model for others who have comments curacy would cause little harm, but in no one used “tendentious,” but it just 
a eee pete tpreur magerine. | General Engineering we are embarking happens to be one of my favorite words). 

Wisconsin Engineer readers. More on an ambitious technical beeing I thought it wasva little slow » develop- 
letters to the editors would, I am sure, tons eertificate programs fox which am Es ve Senne Sealareratle) 
make for more lively reading while not the director. My friend and col- editorials, after all, ar supposed fo state 
giving the staff ideas on content, style league Patricia Robinson will lead that an opinion, and an editorial that pleased 
ead coon. effort. everyone couldn’t possibly express a very 

Currently, the magazine gets very 2. A former colleague called fo aang CED: I hope Oy editor 
few letters. That is curious since after ™¢MVOM 4 discrepancy in the otherwise wall, SOR AINHE: EO) USS SEESTAINE Ue helt 
each magazine comes out, I receive excellent article on new lab equipment choice of editorial topics— their doing so 

MANY comments from UW engineer- in the metallurgy labs. He wanted to will preserve Our Ne ae ene 
ing faculty and seudents showing that point out that, because of funding student publications at UW-Madison. 

people read the magazine, some fairly sources, the new equipment was for Burl hope even more that some readers 
critically. (I suspect that the record TEACHING and not for research, not _ will be tempted to WRITE expressing 
number of comments occurred after we £Y°" by undergraduates. The word THEIR Spinions On SDI and any other 
published the cover with the three- research” appeared only once, but it editorial topic on which they have en 
centimeter-high typo; I thank the three appeared in big letters in one of the opinion. The magazine will definitely 
people I know who DIDN'T call it to my boxed excerpts used to even up the benefit from the effort. 
attention, whether or not they refrained Columns. He made the point that report- Donald C. Weeilseon 
because they thought I could spot it ¢S should be more careful, and I made , ° 

myself.) As a one time service, I will [- —— 
forward three such comments on the | 44) a“ , oN EZ. 47 . 
October issue to other readers; next time | (azzggaudlla ee a WE 
anyone who has a comment or criticism | : eS YY / a 
of the last issue will have to write a , “3 Yan WY iy it j 

publishable letter FIRST before I will / Ey ' SR hy. WH if ag 

1. Many colleagues and students Yee ; ‘ sa is se VLE Wt 

commented about my picture appearing ke Sas eG Pe EAA VAS, 
on the same page with notables such as ysis. EARS AERA 
the football coach and the dean of ic. . \ocaes Se A be’ ee a ey, ei2 

students. To tell the truth, I found that .. — -. S iy r) Cité nef J Ay 

juxtaposition to be quite droll— in fact, qs a fs ay F 4 tI Vi et 
uncharacteristically witty of my. staff, | Seas ge Eee: 

whose collective humor is somewhat oi cn Hi Are 
suspect. I’m sure the humor was intend- dias See 
ed, since they know better than to 
confuse me with these other people; the 

staff and I have worked together long Z 

enough for them to know that in the s 

grand scheme of things at this universi- 2 

ty, 1 am so low that I am frequently Autumn closes over Breese Terrace. 3 
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DEAN’S C O 
By Dean John Bollinger 

developing a perspective of your future. missed opportunities if they are unpur- 

Over the past few years, I have Working on the shop floor as a first line sued for small business participation 
noticed a changing attitude of industry production supervisor, or on a construc- with educational institutions like ours. 

towards recruiting engineers. The drive tion team, provides educational experi- Competing for a corporation schol- 
for corporations to become more com- ences that tuition cannot buy. It also arship, summer employment, and par- 
petitive has forced businesses to reduce _ provides the opportunity to develop a ticipation in a Co-op program are all 
total costs of doing business, including rapport with a company to start an ways to improve your communication 
reduction of the personnel costs associat- employment courtship. Industry is in- with potential employers. The financial 

ed with recruiting new employees. It is creasing summer internship programs reward ranges from simply helpful to 
no longer as attractive to interview large because they lead to very cost effective allowing you to nearly pay your way 

numbers of graduating seniors, and to recruiting. through college. But perhaps even more 
incur the expenses of becoming well To facilitate the meeting of students importantly, these opportunities can be 

acquainted with students through plant with industry, the College of Engineer- part of your own master plan for a 
trips and multiple interviews without ing has a rapidly growing Co-op pro- career. I hope you will take advantage of 
first establishing a meaningful rapport. gram, with new companies expressing the many programs the College of 
It is important for a company to develop interest in participating each year. If a Engineering offers you as part of our 
approaches that improve the success rate student has a desire to work in a commitment to your education. L 
of acceptances of job offers. In an effort particular geographic area, for example, 
to reduce the costs of excessive employee the College can help to create opportuni- 
turnover, it also appears that there is a ty with local businesses who may not : 
greater desire to assess the long term have previously participated in Co-op ot Ve Seen 
potential "fit"of a candidate with the programs. Smaller companies typically 

company before making an offer. For go not participate in University place- 
our engineering graduates, these trends ment programs. Therefore, there maybe 
offer new challenges and opportunities , 
when entering the engineering profes- 
sion. 0: pessoa areca teense 

Opportunities exist for students to — e 

become acquainted with companies 

earlier in their careers. This demands \ 
that students place more emphasis on 

career planning at the beginning of their Yow C bee 

studies rather than at the end. It is i (=) bee 
probably no secret that many students (>) tee 
do not worry a great deal about their po in pet ) A 
first job until the beginning or near the a) : i 2, = / yy 

end of their senior year. It should be {2 : ( 

obvious that the more time spent on this Kan. 86) Ls 7 Ua \.. 
issue throughout college and the more 22 6 6 Y) i] 
experience gained in the employment I (1 YD : 
marketplace, the better will be the final by (} \\ 
result. The challenge is to set some A t=! \" NN 
objectives early and to develop some ne, CAV: IN 
strategies for obtaining working experi- } AN 
ence along the educational pathway. ") (| Al Fi \) 

Summer employment is one of the A 

best ways to prepare for the selection of 

the first full-time job. The accumulated q 5 
background gained from nine months of A ati 
industrial experience through a summer PsP 
job relative to your field of study is fo job relative y ly 
invaluable. In varied roles these nine 
months can be very important in WHY SHOULD wr HIRE you ? ! 
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Drug Testing on the Ri = ting ont se 

by Lisa Russell 
can be kept toa minimum and confiden- metabolites may appear without related 

Co-op students beware: as part of _ tiality should be assured. Any prescrip- impairment. 

your interview process, you may be tion drugs a student might be taking 4) Drug testing can determine the last 
asked to submit to drug screening must be made known to the employer — time a drug was used exactly. 
procedures as soon as there is a mutual prior to testing. Also prior to testing, Due to the screening method used and 

interest between you and your potential the applicant should find out if the yarious physiological factors, drug concen- 
employer. Drug testing is no longer company has a retesting policy, and tration will vary, and thus detection time 
simply limited to those applying for discover its details. The applicant — ygries. Detection time increases dramatical- 
full-time positions and many employers should also be aware that observed Jy following a period of chronictase, 

are no longer giving advance notification __ testing may be used. Reluctance to be 5) Passive inhalation of marijuana could 
of drug testing. tested will most likely be viewed nega result in a positive test result. 

. Employers can screen for drug usage tively, and the SOMpany could decide Clinical studies have shown that it is highly 
with a vatlety, of methods used individu not ie consider Prospective employees unlikely that a nonsmoker could passively 

ally or in combination. The most refusing to cooperate with drug-testing inhale enough marijuana smoke to produce a 
common methods of screening are to ask procedures completely. positive test result 
direct questions, to administer a written Some common myths about drug 6) O 1 . 4. aduiiiti 

$ d to analyze hair, blood or urine _ testing follow. Ocesemployed, acimitting) tova drug test, an y , problem results in the firing of the 
employee in question. 

/ The Rehabilitation Act of 1963 as amend- 

7 . o ed states that employers must make provi- 
—— sions for employees with diagnosable dis- 

a _ eases, and drug abuse is included in this 

“Tf l oy ~ category. 

ese 4 y 4 oY Employers argue that few current or 

if “O° 4 2 ; prospective employees have objected to 

. f being tested, but this does not imply that 

| 4 ‘) | everyone accepts it— it may just mean 

m : un mq that not very many people are willing to 

: | ’ 7. g tisk a job or job offer in defense of this 

f we fe z g : q & principle. 

mh) / / A ; \ ’ ez Drug testing alone will not eradicate 

‘ AE Ae a Le at the problem of drug abuse, yet drug 

an re wee testing has become popular at a time 
A lab worker carrying out the urinalysis procedure. when the Reagan Administration has 

samples of the applicant. 1) The screening of urine is illegal. cut funding for ong education and 

Urinalysis is the principle screening Drug testing is not illegal because no ‘teatment programs. Ost el caite 
method used. The test is administered provisions or laws currently exist that Prostams do not test for alcohol in ee 

by a medical practitioner and is usually prohibit the implementation of drug screen- of the fact that it is the he Pi ey 

combined with a questionnaire. The ing programs. The employer has the right to abused drug a the United States. 

Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Test demand a drug-free workplace while the Companies have jumped on the drug 

(EMIT) and gas chromatography are two employee has rights of privacy and confiden-  teSt1N& bandwagon because they ad 

types of such tests. The EMIT detects _ tiality. afraid mat if aay do mai sey vad 

the presence of chemical metabolites, ‘ ., up employing peop: : 

and waAlstinet reaction occurs if the test Seen positives” oe, be ' by other companies’ drug testing pe 

is positive. Gas chromatography tests TOSS Teactiity Yesults when. a: Su grams. There are companies such as 

are usually used to back-up a positive Stance other than the ones being tested for Drexelbrook Engineering Company in 

EMIT. For this test, the urine sample is Te4cts to give a positive result; however, if Pennsylvania who have decided against 

placed on chemically treated paper, the lab uses certified, well-trained personnel, drug testing because of its human costs. 

which identifies drugs by distinctive the accuracy of the lab should be very high. As its vice-president said, “...a relation- 

colors and patterns. 3) The presence of drugs in urine — ship does not just come from a paycheck. 

To prevent any potential mix-ups, indicates that the individual is impaired. When an employee is told that he is 

the applicant should ask ahead of time if Positive results only prove previous drug doing a great job yet must submit to 

the prospective employer uses drug — use— they cannot be used to prove inebria- drug screening, it undermines the 

screening and why. Invasion of privacy tion or impaired performance since inert  trust.”L] 
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S Mini-Baja: ° 

#2 and Closing 
by Paul J. Gassere the consumer market and the abusive lockout. A solid rear axle with no 

operating conditions inherent to off- differential action causes handling prob- 
road thrashing in mind. The require- lems on solid ground. Solid axles tend to 

What has forty cylinders, 160 ment of economical mass production hop around in turns because the inside 

wheels, makes dust, and sounds like an potential translates into selection and and outside wheels are trying to rotate at 

invasion of lawn mowers? Why, the adaptation of standard components and different speeds. To prevent this, the 

running of the endurance event at the non-exotic materials and fabrication drive axle is split such that the drive 

annual Society of Automotive Engineers processes. sprocket applies power only to the left 

(SAE) Midwest Mini Baja competition, rear wheel under dry-road conditions. 

of course. When operating in mud or on wet, 

Every year, the student chapters of _ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN slippery ground it is necessary to drive 

SAE at UW-Madison and other engi- both rear wheels and let them spin. 

neering schools compete in this event. The power plant for UW-Madison’s Axle hop isn’t a problem in hog-wallows. 

The competition includes the main #47 racer is far from the high-tech stuff This differential locking function is 

endurance event, acceleration and one might expect in a race car. It’s more accomplished on #47 with a sliding 

maneuverability events, a hill climb and _ like a garden tractor. Would you believe dog-clutch controlled from the cockpit 

an eight horse power Briggs and Strat- by cable. 

——————= ton? Rated output is 6.4 horsepower at Power is supplied to the rear wheels 
the governed maximum 3600 RPM and through agricultural type power takeoff 

At the 1987 contest, held in Hough- 12.5 ft-lb torque at 2500 RPM. shafts with double universal joints. This 
ton, Michigan, the UW team took Mini Baja cars use two major classes design is similar to that used on Cor- 

second place overall, scoring 246 of transmission and final drive arrange- _vettes and Jaguars with fully independ- 

points to finish just one point out of —™&D*: The majority use a mechanical ent rear suspension. The double U- 
: torque converter or continuously varia- joints are needed to accommodate the 

first place. ble ratio transmission (CVT) that con- wheel travel designed into the rear 

es § —SiSts Of a set of adjustable sheaves and a __ suspension. 

v-belt, much like the system used on 
chain pull and judging of design, execu-. snowmobiles. The other type of drive- 
tion and other technical features. line allowable under the rules is a more 

At the 1987 contest, held in Hough- automobile-like manual gearbox and FRAME 
ton, Michigan, the UW team took clutch setup. 
second place overall, scoring 246 points A disadvantage of the belt-based The frame of an off-road vehicle 
to finish just one point out of first place. intended for operation by weekend- 
The team did take first place in the warrior types (the hypothetical end 

mechanical design category. users) must be able to take outright 
The Mini Baja concept is based on a One goal of the front suspension abuse. It must also be designed to protect 

set of regulations issued by SAE. Intend- desi ‘i er 5 the driver from, shall we say, "minor 
ed to be a practical application of fore ved b o minimize camber  iscalculations” like trying to drive over 
engineering skills by students, the design C@nge ana bump steer. a modest sized boulder at full speed. 
process is very similar to that found in isco Tubular welded steel construction 
industry. The student teams are respon- provides the required roll cage, the safety 
sible for designing a vehicle from scratch harness attaching points, and the overall 
and building a prototype of an off-road system is lower overall efficiency due to _ structural integrity required. 
recreational vehicle that could be pro- belt slip and the fact that driving During the design and development 
duced commercially at an annual through water or mud compounds this  PtOcess, suspension stresses were estimat- 
volume of 10,000 units. Within this problem. Based on this and the higher ed for conditions like driving off a shear 

context, the economics of design and weight of the belt system, the UW team embankment, falling four feet straight 

production are a strategic component of selected a five speed manual transmis: down, and landing on one wheel—not 
the overall program. / sion. The current installation is a modi- UD Tealistic, considering the intended use 

The winner of this event must show fied Honda motorcycle unit. Final drive of the vehicle. The stress evaluation and 
the judges that every aspect of the jis by chain and sprocket, with atension- material selection process involved the 
vehicle has been thought out in a ing idler. construction of a full scale prototype 
deliberate manner and that engineering Rear drive axle design for offroad frame made of one inch mild steel 
analysis has been performed with both use dictates a provision for differential electrical conduit. This conduit 

6 . A . 
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2 Tn. | | o |. “ers® parallel unequal length A-arms in front 

i _ ‘ L_| TF se with variable rate coil springs. The 

4 . | | ma oo. go... i {8 coil-over-shock lower mounts were 

i oy: @ oo rR ae oe! alicia relocated to the upper control arms. 
1 Y, fe q as se One goal of the front suspension 

- Vy ‘lew || i| 2 ‘on aes ~~ design was to minimize camber change 
"ae Py a a. na KS 2 a 2 = and bump steer. Camber change is the 
af: ml Ar ||| . oo Ma tendency for the wheels to tilt in or out 

Wn Le ht i 4 | ye vertically during cornering. Bump steer 

th pad | \ eee) || 4c \ Rae is the tendency for the wheels to change 
Ne Eerr: | \ ae || “Se =~ ; ‘ ‘ : 
4) Ta : Aa, i 4 se ______ their steering angles temporarily during 

Sea | \ li 4 : = _s suspension travel induced by bumps. 

ey \~, Me)) % \ Lk Ly RS i On the current car, bump steer is 
q mf a ba \ 7 Nes i wef nee — oe : 

% a aN : 2} Ae minimized by coordination of the tie rod 

veal Ss be ~* <7N\ . length to the control arm swing radius. 

: EI nid Lo This keeps the toe change during suspen- 

a Pen sion excursion to a minimum, keeping 
Te t= . oe ; - 

—— —— ‘ 4 the driver in better control. Rear sus- 

‘ > ae | | ae! _ we enone j= pension in 1986 was a swing axle system 

e | 4 es 24 a= yo Pea Da ae f that used the axle as a stress member. 
y — = i ra ; 

, Bh Had ini Baia. 
Number 47, SAE’s second place finisher in the 1987 Mini Baj The 1988 run is o ri partieular 

prototype was fitted with full running the most satisfactory material in terms of interest because it is being held in 
gear and actually driven. It was also cost, weight and mechanical properties. Wisconsin, at Aztalan State Park in 

drop-tested and deliberately abused to , 
failure. The idea was to use the failure Midy. 
behavior of the low strength tube to SUSPENSION ee 

locate high stress areas and establish 

baseline strength and stiffness values to The bumps and grinds of off-road Like an old Volkswagen Beetle, the rear 

be used in the final material selection. operation can take a toll on the driver wheels tended to tilt dramatically under 

Titanium and aircraft-grade high and the vehicle. It is the job of the hard cornering loads, reducing traction 

strength aluminum alloys were consid- suspension to minimize damage to both and imparting toe changes as well. For 

ered, but the material and joining man and machine. Wheel travel and 1987 the rear suspension was redesigned 

process combination ended up being selection of spring rates, weight balance, to incorporate a camber strut above the 

4130 chrome-moly steel fabricated by arc and shock valving are all important and axle. This strut is the same length as the 

welding. A 4130 tube of 1-1/8” diameter are consequently the subject of constant center to center distance of the double 

and 0.0625” wall thickness proved to be redesign. For 1988, the car retains U-joint half shafts connecting the wheel 
oy ; hub to the solid portion of the drive 

ao }/y Vy shaft. Thanks to the strut installation, 

a ¥ J “i | 7 FY the rear wheels are kept straight up and 

> yy v “f a | down under all conditions. 

a re | 
Up f BRAKES 

_ y - | 
, Uh | ; What goes must also stop. Regulations 

se 7 tA =. Be require that all four wheels be able to 
e a oi i lock up on dry ground and stop the car 

DS Oe” ie _ (9) | without tipping it over or creating 
ae i Hl ay control problems for the driver. Bill 

Micke. a yo 3 | 4 Cavros, SAE Mini Baja group leader, 
7 2 A OA = ns - told of one car from another school that 

AO oe a — = actually rolled over frontwards during 
- i aul 4 the brake competition. Points are 

Ca) ae i. ta ol 7 awarded for the shortest stopping dis- 
— A i we _ 7 tance under safe control. 

a CAN CU The brake system on #47 consists of 
_) 8 single master cylinder and a propor- 

oe : 4 ue, tioning valve feeding three calipers. 
The wheel base, suspension, and differential that help keep number 47 on the ground and Each front wheel has a six inch rotor 

under control. and a single piston caliper. The rear is 
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equipped with a single ten inch rotor GOODIES IN THE WORKS 
mounted near the drive sprocket. Brake 

system design was based on calculations Regulations specify the engine that Cue ee 

of the maximum braking force that must be used in Mini Baja cars, but say Specifications 
could be applied without causing the car nothing about what can be done with 

to tip about its center of gravity. the power available. Bill Cavros and his Engine 

team have a plan up their collective eye Biges anid Serartond cycle 
sleeve. They are designing an energy 6.4 hp at 3600 RPM 

PEOPLE MAKE IT RUN storage system based on a_ nitrogen 12.5 ft-lb. torque at 2500 RPM 
: ._ charged hydraulic accumulator. The 

The UW team is headed by Bill system uses a variable displacement Transmission 
Cavros and consists of about ten people hydraulic unit that would function as a 5 speed manual, modified Honda 
who are responsible for every stage of the pump to charge the accumulator during Final Drive 
project. They design components, track deceleration or low load conditions. Chain and Sprocket 

down sources of parts, materials and The same unit would act as an extra Chassi 
machine work. They also put in untold motor and supply short bursts of energy nee 
hours of wielding wrenches, CAD termi- for acceleration. Cavros figures that the CD ena ei 
nal keys and any other implements accumulator “... would store enough Weight 
needed to put the car on the track. energy to give us almost double horse- S10 lbs, Grithouc driveror mud) 

Home base for the Baja team and power for about nine seconds, good for 
the SAE chapter is a garage and lab on the hill climb...” He added that the Track Width 

University Avenue, next to the MME major design challenge is in the area of Front....46.5" 
building. At any hour of the day and control systems needed to regulate the Rear....47.0” 
many hours of the night engines rumble hydraulics. 
on the dyno and gears can almost be Wheelbase....64" 
seen turning in the heads of those ‘ 
plotting and preparing for the next Mini THE PROOF IS IN THE Length....84 
Baja. The 1988 run is of particular : ij 
interest because it is being held in MUDDING Width....57 
Wisconsin, at Aztalan State Park in 3 7 
May. Just as in Detroit, Tokyo or Stutt- Height.... 58 

Bill Cavros describes the off-road 8@tt, automotive designers are always ‘i 
track at Aztalan as an excellent proving thinking up, testing and building new Suspension ‘ 
ground for such vehicles. He said that things into their vehicles. Mini Baja is a Independent, coil over shock 
the Houghton track used last season was chance for students to literally take an Front 
really not very rough in terms of bumps, jgea off the drawing board and drive it Po aa 
drop-offs and mud holes. Some entrants . Rear 
h 5 : through a mud hole. Since on-the-track a: 5 

ad cars with solid rear axle mounts. He ; Trailing arm with camber strut 
smiled and said that he would “... pity performance is the best form of feedback 

anybody trying to run (solid suspension) for the design process, it’s obvious that Steering 

at Aztalan... They’re going to hurt,” he driving through dirt, dust , small trees Rack and pinion, 229 deg. lock to lock 
said politely referring to the driver’s rear and bodies of water isn’t just good fun; 
suspension as well as the car’s. i i ‘ Brakes 

it’s also good engineering. Hydraulic, disc and caliper 

Front 

ES 6"rotors, single piston calipers 

Rear 

Single 10” rotor, single piston caliper 

» § ' BOB’S COPY SHOP, INC. Tires 
Off-road only 

‘ . Front 
Campus West Side Location 21x7x10 Dunlop KT786 

56 University Square Parkwood Mall Ree 

257-4536 6640 Mineral Point Road 21x11x8 Goodyear Rawhide 
id. Wesel 833-9411 Pressure.... 5 psi. 

est Johnson 

Randall Tower COPY FOR CLASSES 

251-2936 Thesis - Legal Briefs - Resumes 
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Tips for Co-op Students 

by Craig Bahr The CIF also asks you how many terms think, but panicing is not necessary 
you would like to co-op. Many employ- _either— you simply should be prepared 

The Engineering Cooperative Edu- ers require students to work for three before your interviews. When you go to 
cation Program has a lot to offer engi- terms while a few allow only one term of your interview you must be able to 
neering students. Students who have work. By limiting the number of terms — answer questions about yourself and co-oped, in general, receive more offers you are willing to work, you are limiting your plans for the future, and you also 
after graduation; they also tend to get the number of employers you are eligible need to know quite a bit about the 
better offers than those students who to work for. It is best to get this company you are going to interview 
have not. As well as gaining valuable information to Marion no later than with. A typical interview consists of four 
work experience, co-oping helps the registration week of the semester prior to basic parts. 
student by giving first-hand knowledge when you would like to co-op. If you The first part is a few minutes of 
of the materials learned about in the — can get it in during the previous semester chitchat, and is for first impressions. If 
classroom. For example, a Civil Engi- you will have even fewer problems. the interviewer does not open with any 
neering student who co-ops for the Students interested in a one-term sum- kind of question, it is up to you to start 
Bureau of Land Management in Alaska mer co-op should check in the Summer the conversation. You should stick to 
can easily apply the knowledge learned Jobs Notebook which is available after intelligent, non-controversial topics. 
in Surveying and Geometronics to his Do not question your perspective 
co-op job. — = —employer’s views on the Hereafter, and 

. The first’ step in, the Cooperative Besides just the extra money, co- do not make snide comments on his or 
Education Program is “Program Entry. . as / her clothing choices. 
To be eligible for the co-op program you oping will give you an edge in the The second part will show the 
must be a registered student in the future job search over students who employer if you are really prepared. This 
College of Engineering and you must flipped burgers at McDonalds while _ is also where you can show off if you are 
have sophomore standing. To get start- going to college. ready. The employer will ask such 
ed, go to room 407 of the Wendt questions as “What do you see yourself 
Engineering Library and ask Marion es §— doing five years from now,” or “What 
Beachley for information. She will give have you learned from your mistakes?” 
you an information packet, including a | November 15 of every year in the Co-op The questions will be short and to the 

Office. point. You will be asked how much you —_—_—____—_——— The second step is “Interview sign— know about the company and will be 
Do not question your perspective ups.” First, you need to send copies of expected to have good answers. There employer’s views on the Hereafter, your CIF to the desired employers. Some are interview workshops that provide 
and do not make snide comments on &™ployers ask for CIF’s to be sent to information and give you a chance to his or her clothing choices: them so that they fan. pick the students Participate in practice interviews. You 

g that they would like to interview. If a may also like to see a few interview video 
= company would like to interview you, tapes. These are located in the Wendt 

and you are interested in them, an Library audio-visual center. Company 
College Interview Form (CIF). The first interview time will be set up. There will literature is also available in the Co-op 
step is to fill out the CIF and return this also be a sign-up period for students Office. 
with your transcript to Marion so that — seeking co-ops with employers that are The sell is where you are given the 
she can start with the paper work on her indiscriminate about who they inter- opportunity to say what you want about 
end. The CIF is a very simple form and view. Interview opportunities are posted yourself. Talk about why you want the 
is probably shorter than any job applica- on the Co-op Office Interview Note- job and why you should be chosen over 
tion you have ever filled out. It asks for book and departmental bulletin boards. others. Caution should be excercised. 
your name, address, previous work You may sign-up for as many interviews Interviewees need to convey a confident, 
experience, schooling and references. as you would like as long as you meet the but not arrogant image. 
The most difficult part of the form is a requirements of the companies. The close of the interview is where 
brief statement of job interests, or The third step is the interviewing you should try to give a lasting impres- 
possibly the fact that it must be typed. process. This is not as easy as you may sion. By leaving the interview on an 
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up-note you are at an advantage because ~~ register at your assigned time, friends 

the employer will remember more about | | may register for you by proxy. Proxy 

you. The better prepared you are for an : | | _ registration forms are available in the 
interview the easier it will be for you to CY | Co-op Office. You may also request 
make a lasting impression on the em- ey y that the Co-op Office register for you. 
ployer— you need to read between the 7 However you decide to do it, you should 

lines in all of the questions asked of you. a, _ / =) inform the Office of your plans to make 

If you prepare well for your interview — eae sure you are registered. You will have to 
you should be relaxed and confident, a rs ; A pay tuition for one credit and complete 

desirable quality, and you should have og e some forms. If you do not register and 

no problems getting what you want. Lf, a g pay tuition you will not be considered a 

Interviews take place at Union South _ “- Ss vA & student and you will have to re-apply for 

and you should arrive early at the J ) | 2 2 —<. € admission to the University. You also 

Co-op office so that you can find out | — ae “sn = = have to inform the Co-op Office of your 

where to go. You can leave your books ie i s ig i permanent address. Any correspond- 
there. és if ae tp . ence will be sent to your permanent 

ima tna Oe ~~ address since co-op students usually 

: . , Marion Beachley assumed the du- move a lot. You should do this so that 
By leaving the interview on an ties of Cooperative Education Program you can keep informed of any important 
up-note you are at an advantage Director on September 15 after former dates, deadlines and other information 

because the employer will remember director Sandra Arnn moved to the regarding the Co-op Program. 

more about you. Placement Office. The final step is a work report. Near 

Beachley is a graduate of Beloit the end of your work period you will 
College where she studied German and have to file a work report with the 

Following a successful interview, Political Science. She received her Co-op Office. In the report you will 
you are ready for the next step of the Teaching Certificate from the University have to describe your job, how it relates 

co-op process— “plant visits and the of California at Los Angeles and and ‘© yout major field of study, and how 
second interview.” If a company is still went on to teach German in California YOU have grown from your experiences 
interested in you after your interview, and New York. as a co-op student. The report should 
they may ask you to come out to see ‘After moving to Madison, Beachley be at least three pages and will determine 

their plant or ask you for a second received her Masters Degree in counselor YOU" grade. Students normally have no 
jeonaee Tata type of invitation usual- guidance and took a job at Mount os completing three Beas aad 

uk co the ‘company: beng you eo at Horeb High School. After a stint at ° volover wel aia eval ation 
POInE TE IS Up £0 YOu.tO ecide if you Sussex University in England, Beachely S™PIOY¢T WIN also Submit an evaluacio" 

would be interested in working with d ein the: Off f Bore: that will go into your records but will 
them or not. You should inform the Pee Mee wee or Sree” not affect your grade in any way. 
Co-op Office about any offers of this waeaee of the UW Graduate oe The Co-op Program can be the 
nature and inform the company if you Pere OVINE Caer pers easton solution to some of your problems. 
do have an interest. When you are sure to request an acceptance letter ifit is | Because starting pay for co-op students 

visiting their plant, you should conduct not offered and give the Co-op Office a _ ranges from $1000 to $1600 per month 
yourself as if you were interviewing. You copy of it. Acceptance of a job offer is (depending on major, year in school, 

will probably be introduced to other final and it is not wise to put off and cost of living where you work), you 
company workers and it can only help to accepting one offer while waiting for might save enough money to pay for 
make a positive impression on anyone another offer that may never appear. part of your future schooling expenses, 

you meet. You should inquire about After accepting an offer it is a good idea and possibly add a little to your beer 
travel expenses and arrangements to attend a co-op pre-work seminar. fund. Besides just the extra money, 
should you have to relocate or commute. These seminars will provide helpful co-oping will give you an edge in the 

If you get this far, count on an offer. information and give you an opportuni- future job search over students who 

Companies will contact you by phone or ty to talk with experienced co-op stu- flipped burgers at McDonalds while 
mail. When you receive an offer, con- dents. going to college. By working for engi- 
tact the Co-op Office immediately. You After signing on, the all-important neering companies, possibly such giants 
will have to fill out the Co-op Job Offer paper work must be completed. Regis- as Kodak, General Motors, or Xerox, 
Form and return it to the Co-op Office. tration and address update are crucial. you will look better to employers when 
The company will generally specify During each work period you need to you are looking for a job. You will have 
when you must accept or decline their register for the one credit Cooperative a real advantage at your interviews 
offer, but is helpful to respond as quickly Education course. Registering for this because you have been through inter- 
as possible. course will give you good standing with views during the co-op process. You 

Your acceptance must be confirmed the College of Engineering. You may — will build confidence and work experi- 
by the employer in writing even if you register yourself if you are able to be in ence while earning money— an oppor- 

accept immediately over the phone. Be Madison, but if you are unable to tunity that should not be passed up.1] 
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What They Don’t 

Tell You 

in the 

Co-op Office 

by Elise Lind 

I was so unprepared. Halfway someone used to a world of students and The refinery took some getting used 
through my sophomore year, my first professors. One guy was a Seventies to. On my first day, I wore dress pants 
co-op job offer came. I was already sick relic. He wore bell-bottomed pants, and a nice sweater and no heels because, 
of school, I didn’t know how I was going listened to the Guess Who, and had after all, this was a “plant” job. When 
to get any mechanical engineering ex- probably only recently stopped wearing my supervisor told someone to give me a 
perience before graduating, and I needed love beads. He turned out to be my tour of the refinery, he said “Probably 
money. When the Standard Oil Compa- _ boss. shouldn’t let her get out of the truck.” 
ny of Ohio told me they would fly me to em IE oem “ 
their headquarters for an interview, I oF a 
decided I had to give it a shot, even ; _ <, ‘ 
though it was in Cleveland. 7. V | 

After the interview, while 1 was — | _ err Pg 
waiting in the airport for my flight back A _. a "Ue 
to Wisconsin, some lady ran through the ® _ : . L 

terminal with a gun, shot a guard, got on — | | 
a plane, and took some passengers [0 oo : 
hostage. A swat team immediately = 8 3 4 _ - 
showed up and blocked off that entire | 0 Vee: es 
end of the airport, including the gate | P 4 wed 
where I was to board my plane. I sat in i Ff - i _ / : 
the Cleveland airport for six hours [9 9 | | — _ 
waiting for a flight. After this trauma, _ = gf - , : —_ 
thought I could handle just about any. fo i . ™~ “ 
thing; I decided to take the job and ip) ae FMB : 
venture out into the real world for . : e ; — 
awhile. , 4, ioe i : C. 

My first assignment was in an oil Poy - i | @ sua 
refinery in a small town in Ohio. I v7 _ | ‘ Q : — 2 a 2] 
didn’t know what to expect from this , ® ue 4 a 
place: the number of donut shops per , <. 10¢ 7 4 | 
capita rivaled the number of bars per _ + i ‘Gallon 2. 14 oc 5 
capita in Wisconsin towns. On my first 7 uN OF _ ce ) 2 
day of work, my supervisor told me it ’ 4 ail iy vi — a & 
was “sort of The Twilight Zone.” I was - 2 is oi ef. 7 
apprehensive, to say the least. ge ad He " eee . 

The engineers I worked with were Elise takes time out from bossing around big Bubba’s to blow a bubble. 

friendly enough, but seemed strange to 
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That was the last time I made that This is definitely one of the disad- me what kind of experience I had, I told 
mistake. I soon had my own hard hat, vantages of co-oping, especially out of him I had only used the University’s 

boots, and safety glasses, and blended state; unless you can afford a trip to HARRIS system. He said, “Well, at least 
right in to the scene. check out places to stay, you end up you're used to ugliness.” During this 

That first assignment was mainly taking something sight-unseen. I still assignment, I learned probably more 

“gofer” jobs and supervising construc- shudder to think about it. than I cared to know about computers, 
tion projects. I must point out that | use es finite element analysis programs, and 
the term “supervising” very loosely. some other aspects of engineering de- 

When I went out to a job site to make One of my first days of work, my _ sign. 
sure work was getting done, the workers supervisor told me it was “‘sort of Although co-oping had some disad- 

would stop whatever they had been The Twilight Zone.” vantages, like Paying two rents and 
trying to look like they were doing to getting behind in school, I must say that 
make witty comments. They must have ~~’ was invaluable experience I don’t 
gotten the biggest kick out of seeing me Aside from my living conditions, it regret for a minute. I learned what 
cringe every time I walked up to them. was a great co-op term. The engineers engineers actually do and whether or 

After a semester of classes, | was sent in my department were from all disci- not it’s what I want to do. I learned how 

back to the same place. This time, 1 was _ plines, so I learned a little more about to communicate with people very differ- 
much more relaxed. I knew enough not the work done by electrical, civil, and ent from myself and have a good time 
to take myself or the construction chemical engineers. The overall atmos- working with them. College is a good 
workers too seriously, and just tried to phere at work was one I found to be place to meet interesting people, but it is 
have a good time. I was finally able to _ typical of the refineries— very laid-back. relatively homogeneous. It is much 
start throwing back a few comments of A few times a year they were very busy, harder to get along with engineers and 

my own. One example: For about two but the rest of the year was slower- co-ops from other parts of the country 
weeks, one guy (a huge pipefitter) would paced. I didn’t mind that, andl even got who continually tip on you for loving 
ask “So when ya takin’ me out to used to the plant setting after a while, beer and cheese. 
dinner?” every time he saw me. I finally but I knew it was not the kind of work I 
just told him I was sure there was no way wanted todo. Attheend of mythird ew "V\"..[[."cx 

I could ever afford that much food. He Seegpment I was ready to do something I finally just told him I was sure 
stopped asking. else: 

I finally got my chance when, for there was no way I could ever afford 
= )=— my last two co-op semesters, I was that much food. 

Living on my own in other cities assigned to the corporate headquarters 
iso a learning experience. Ir ™ Cleveland. It was a radical change 

WIGS) {ESO & exp * “~ from the refineries. All of the engineers ivi : hee citi 
taught me independence, and it wore suits (including Claudia, the only EEN, OF IY (SHR ty Ohet Ges : ‘ : : was also a learning experience. It taught 
exposed me to things I might not woman engineer in any of the depart- iad a ay . me independence, and it exposed me to 
have heard of or seen. ments | worked in). I had to go on the hi L mish herwise heard 

“build a wardrobe with just five dollars” Eaings Light Rot otmerwise: have near 
plan, because I could not afford enough of oF seen. a had no clue spout at i 

- a : suits for eight months on the job. Pride oagie” wassUntil.. lived nearahiladel again tn oe on See ee went out the window, because there was phia, or that in Ohio you cannot buy 

Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania. It was T° Way anyone would miss the fact that! _ liquor after 6 p.m. on weekdays or at all 

great to get out to a different part of the WO the same five skirts every week. on Sunday. These are handy things to 
country. I got to see Washington D.C., My only consolation was that at least I know.) I also became an expert in 

New York, the New Jersey shore, and Could not be mistaken for a secretary; packing and moving. I can fit every- 
quite a lot of Philadelphia. they were the best-dressed women in thing I need to live for a semester in a 

Unfortunately, my living conditions that place. I heard this joke there: VW Rabbit. 
left much to be desired. The company Probably the most valuable lesson I 

did not provide us with housing, so I Q: What’s the only way to tell a learned from co-oping, however, is that 
called a college in the area and got a_ secretary from a well-dressed profession- 1 can make it in an engineering career if I 

room in what they called their “miscel- al woman? want to. In classes, it is easy to be 
laneous housing.” I guess miscellaneous A: The secretary is wearing Giorgio. intimidated and to think “I'll never be 

was their euphemism for dive. Think of il s : able to learn all this stuff well enough to 
the worst campus house you’ve ever The work I did in this department do it'f living.” B i 

seen... unfurnished. It took me three was definitely challenging. This was the Olt Ora.uving. Pecause ot my Co-op 
: : : experiences, I know that I can handle 

weeks to get my bare-wood floor to be job I benefitted most from academically. : 
the color of wood again. When I came I had to use heat transfer, though Thad *V°? the mete technical patts of an 
home at night, I would stand in the hall never had a class in it. (My boss told me — ¢Mgineering job. My engineering school 
and turn on my bedroom light, then enough for me to be able to do the background will be just enough to get 

wait at least a minute before going in so calculations.) I had to learn two new ™€ started when I finally go back out 
that I would not have to see the computer systems. When the computer into the real world— this time 
cockroaches run under the bed. support person in the department asked — permanently. 
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| Engi ing Briefs 
by Helen Lau 

Society of Women Engineers 

The Society of Women Engineers is 
a national, professional, nonprofit, edu- 
cational service organization of graduate 

and undergraduate engineers, and men Emerica 
and women with substantial engineering "Bineers Institute , 

j °. experience. Chen: 
; : Mic, 1 The student section of the Society the a 

of Women Engineers has a full line up of cal Engingatican Insti 
events planned this year for all interested Which Provig, 'S a prog Ute of Chen 
students. There will be monthly meet- Mainly fo, ch, es Services nal socien , ings which will be devoted mainly to s This Year ial engines activitig. 
peesecing esimpen On Alene we P a “Meee ne studen,. a ° areers for People rained in ch wil] the Ff, Chapter 
Engineering.” The presentation will © get ete” Students ¢puty” Pi rogre : feature speakers who have engineering Peckessors fil acquainted °PPortuni¢y 
degrees, but are applying var ais ih fae and ee learn mee their non-engineering related jobs. ther Y memb, ta inte Out the; 
exciting events include “An Evening ne the students. Will be ‘non A ChE 
with Industry” on January 21, 1988, comeing. AICh €ach mo, ited to Speak 
which is an informal gathering for 6, ntinue to E has fiat chapter 
engineering students and corporate re- on porate rep; make arran © and will presentatives and also a plant trip to abo Campus to “sentatives “ements for 
McDonnel Douglas in St. Louis, Mis- thes. their ce short pres tViewing 
souri scheduled for April 7, 1988. of . Presenta ti ™Panies, 1 “sentations 

All programs are designed for both en Jobs and op Ons wil] be aided in 
men and women from any of the AlCpeets have Unities tha “Scriptiong 
engineering disciplines and SWE heartily Toast E will also at their C Chemica] 
encourages men to participate in the kick » ID traditj be Spon, Ompanieg 

ay -off f Onal Hay, Sting se activities. Or Engi @Waiian a Dig 

Peers’ Weex “le, as 

a a = ee eee 
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American Society of Civil Engineers 

The student chapter of the Ameri- shelter. ASCE will be designing and | 

can Society of Civil Engineers provides building a concrete canoe to compete in ! 

an educational and social atmosphere a race which will be held at Marquette 

for all students interested in civil engi- University. The ASCE was asked by the 

neering. city parks department to design a shelter 

The society provides a wide variety house for Olin-Turnville Park. Both 

of activities for all interested students. projects are under way but more help is 

Two of their current activities are the needed. All those interested should we 

designing of a concrete canoe anda park contact the ASCE office. GS 

Society of Automotive Engineers Tay Be 
fa p. 

The SAE sponsored Midwest Mini- ing Pm, qt 

Baja and Formular Car competition are Cues hong, Set, ips 
the main projects for the UW-Madison as Drain SOc%a, on 

SAE student branch. The projects “ng, Viel & engi Wop tion / 

usually require one to two years of 7, ring Rely. “erin Sep eng, 

design and construction work. The cars a Pre. 2u Be amp, “es ang Sted Sto f Ren 

will compete on a performance level 2g Seg? 2, Us, Sepp, Us a5 0p 

h d, handling and endur: nie, “den “Ong Pong "ees & "vel where speed, handling a ance alg, wtieg PS ee > Why Ors © os, 

are emphasized. A complete design en, © Pro eVailap ann ch aljaay ; e 

report along with a detailed cost analysis Ma “ura Ae ba le In Or. Ors on Mesepy 

is also required for judging. These Dy Pi eng; Stag. us 2d abou, BING. : 

projects provide engineering students Veg, it 5a Ta eting ling al 5 *y to Pop. 

with excellent practical experience. pun £8 a.” ise, cr, Repjn Pity &y, h 

Other important events designed to ®t, te pate c defy” Lines a wie chap 
help students gain more information in tao, He °, scons, "Sine Baroy OD Cam, the 
their areas of interest are the monthly Ute, 8 Cho a lpg 8 cau Pus, 
speaker meetings. The meetings will 2 D8 thy Ry Urs ty we) Das the 

feature engineers in industry and UW- 2: em 6 Yeh the ap ‘Sting Wey, al 

faculty members who will come and talk Re ee Con gy ON Cv; So 
about new ideas and technology in Stal BMX “es 
automotive design. "Binge, | 

eee: OL ee 
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The Technical Writing Internshi n riting Internship 

sees a? Hi 
[Sea i 

The Technical Communication In- experience, and eight hours of in-class = § we | o | r ternship is a new, one-credit class (GE discussion. The internship placement - ATE ee. 
398), that will be offered for the first time _ will be in Madison and the surrounding © AQ <a 
in the Spring of 1988. The internship area. This one-credit internship is a part at v gu 4 
consists of eighty hours per term (four to of the proposed Technical Communica. 4 = - 
five hours per week) of on-the-job tion Certificate (TCC). Final approval E Re ¥ ro Py 

of the TCC program is pending. 4 ee wa 2 

| dls E MATT 
Sandra Courter, Technical Writing Internship 
Director. 

by Laurie Ulman 

The internship program arose from good knowledge of the English language —_ technical writing projects involve from 
the increasing demand for competent and a solid technical background are six. month’s to one year’s worth of 
technical writers in industry. According two essential elements. Mr. Morrison — full-time work, interns at Nicolet may 
to Mr. George Morrison, the Documen- described the technical writer as some- work on a relatively small project. The 
tation Manager at Nicolet Instrument thing of a “Renaissance man,” in that he project would be well-defined and have 
Corp., this demand increased for three must combine clear writing skills with a clear goals. One possibility might be 
reasons: users have changed, products highly technical background. The tech- writing a chapter in a manual. The type 
are now more complex than ever before, nical background must be both broad — of project and the range of work depends 
and increased product liability has and deep, which can lead to “technical upon the company. 
brought a need for clear instructions. writer’s burnout.” Some companies For example, professor Donald 

Today, the users of technical instru-  gyoid_ this problem by assigning the Woolston, a technical writing instructor, 
ments have a less scientific background technical writer to work only in one worked one summer in the publication 
than in the past. This change in users — technical area (e.g. studying and writing department of a large Midwest computer 
requires the revision of manuals and about only one type of computer). Gooc manufacturer. He was assigned to a 
instructions to accommodate the gener- technical writing is a challenging jot  10-person department that produces 
al-public background. that requires many skills. manuals which describe how to set up a 

The second reason for the high business computer. His specific assign- 
demand for technical writers is the ment was to produce a 30-page manual 
increasing number of complex technical Projects on how to attach a certain printer to a 
products currently being produced. The computer; a task that would consume 
increase in technology causes a similar In the Technical Communication approximately eight weeks. During his 
increase in the demand for good techni- Internship, approximately 80 hours will _ first week on the job, Woolston became 
cal writers to bridge the gap between the je spent working in an industry. The 80 familiar with the word-processing and 
scientist and the layperson. hours may be spread over the entire typesetting programs. He spent his 

The last reason for the high demand semester (about 4-5 hours per week), or second week interviewing engineers and 
involves the risk of product liability. A the internship period may be concen- programmers and gathering informa 
product’s correct use and precautions trated over a few weeks. The distribu- tion. He then completed his first draft. 
must be carefully explained in the tion varies with the company and typeof In the subsequent weeks, arbitrating 
product’s instruction manual. Technical project. Every project is unique and the _ with the various departments and revis- 
writers are indeed important in most scope covered will depend on the assign- ing the draft occupied most of his time. 
industries today. ment. For example, Mr. Dave Gilreath, Almost all of the comments were due to 

the Technical Writing Leader at Tracor design changes made in the few weeks 
Skills for technical writing Northern in Madison, mentioned that since he had arrived. After a second 

the interning technical writer may be draft and considerable arbitration, he 
The skills required to be a technical responsible for all aspects of a project was able to complete his part of the final 

writer are many and varied. The techni- including art work, graphics, documen- product: a computer file that could be 
cal writer must be clear, concise, techni- tation, research, and printing. Mr. merged with computerized illustrations 
cally accurate and well-organized. A Morrison stated that because most into a typeset manual. 
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. ship program. Industries will benefit tion skills of the students in the pro- 

Industrial Response i - ae . eaNets training and ae The prerequisites for the intern- 
who ave no un- i $ i iti 

How do industries in Madison feel founded expectations. They will also 2 oF ae Technical Writing, 6 
about the Technical Internship pro- jenefit in thot the =" ia ee vote communication credits, and the consent 

Vi 
* 

gram? Mr. Gilreath thinks it is a good in which to inflvence an aes a aoe of Professor Courter. The 6 communica- 
idea. and the first ‘step ‘to offerin ne to tion credits may be credits in: Agricul- 

> € frs\ P ering observe future employees. 1 li Cc ins “8 
undergraduate and graduate degrees in One should note, however, that tural Journalism, Communication Arts, 

Technical Writing. Currently, some one semester's work San iE BE che ale English, Journalism and Mass Com- 
universities do offer degrees in technical ‘ceria’ in determining the internship's munication, Business 320, ECE 350, GE 

writing. For example, Rensselaer al er What i ve Se ortantis that 315, or GE 399/699 (Wisconsin Engi- 

Polytechnic Institute (RPI), the Universi- kh ue. h 2 1 Ss mor es hi ‘ll neer staff). 

ty of Michigan-Ann Arbor, the Illinois the technical writing: Interne wv If you are interested in the intern- 
improve the quality of the profession as a ‘ ; : 

isle ship, don’t hesitate to contact Professor 
—_—_—_—_—_—_———— = whole. Courter— you may find a place in an 

One semester’s work can not be the internship this Spring! You can reach 
sole criteria in determining the Professor Courter in room seven of the g e3 nes a 
internship’s value. What is more Prerequisites nee Engineering Building, or by 

important is that the technical The Technical Communication In- oes : ow it ay ie 
writing internship will improve the ternship is clearly beneficial to all con- ta Tahaieal ‘Can Saat by calling ‘ : mmunication Center 
quality of the profession asa whole. cerned and will improve the communica- at 262-4820. 

NS 

Institute of Technology, the University 
of Minnesota, and Carnegie-Mellon are aye = a Rane , POR De ELENA F Co fOr 
just a few of the many universities that Aes HAC age gon 

offer undergraduate degrees in technical Fa OS ES 4 
writing. RPI also offers a graduate Wy AS I eo ae ed fs 
degree, and currently the University of } (Sent Tillett aan er ave 

Michigan is developing a program for a f i Ne i sn = <r 

graduate degree. HN) LL Kant 7 — Lae ee : 

Benefits ee 
Mr. Morrison feels that both stu- / a er | i, Weel ee A i FV 

dents and industry will benefit in a is ic me uA nae i 

number of ways from the program. = a TL EA 

According to Professor Sandra pa oe Se | 

Courter, the program coordinator, the ae een ae 
internship will meet students’ needs in 
three ways. Students will experience 
working with professionals in solving 257-5784 

technical communication problems as the Open Monday through Saturday 

well as gaining opportunities for observ- 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
i id lyzi k ience. , c , —_ 
ing ane “analyzing “work experien un | VERS AY Summer 

5S BOOK STORE Monday through Saturday 

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Students will experience working WE 

+, * * * + =", 

with professionals in solving techni- HILLDALE 
cal communication problems... SHOPPING CENTER 

en ‘ ? H 8455 

Madison's Favorite © General ide @ Magazines i s zines 
Students will also learn strategies to deal Book Store © Bargain Books 
with on-the-job issues. These issues 711 STATE STREET OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m 
include: ethics, proprietary rights, time On the State Mall SANS UNDAY Noe Ui on 
management, interpersonal skills, and Ing Slate treetiMd : 
leadership skills. 

In addition, industry and the Un- 
iversity will also benefit from the intern- 
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Consider an International Job... 
by Matthew Friederich Of course, living in another country Many American based businesses 
Matthew’s article was written for Evelyn means learning another language too. such as Armco, Exxon, Du Pont, ITT, 
Malkus’ Professional Expression class and is Linguistic specialists note that learning a © Kodak, General Motors, IBM, Texaco, 
published here with his permission. new language involves many of the same Pan American Airways, Honeywell or 

skills required to learn math. In short, if | Xerox (to name just a few) have overseas 
What does a graduating engineer or you have above average math skills, as branches. Did you know that 33 percent 

hard science major look for in a job? most scientists do, you should have little of IBM’s income comes from Europe, the 
Some look for advancement opportuni- difficulty learning a new language. Middle East and Africa? Forty-five 
ties. Others seek to live in a certain Many countries offer intensive language percent of Kodak’s sales are to foreign 
geographic area while others will take classes where one can learn a new tongue consumers. Texaco has interest in 135 
the highest paying job. Advancement, jn a year. This may not even be countries and GM pulls in ten percent of 
location and wages are all important necessary if one can find a job in an_ its total income from overseas sales. 
factors in choosing a job— all too often, English-speaking country. Australia and Obviously these businesses hire people 
however, the graduate limits his or her England come immediately to mind but to run their overseas operations. 
choices to work in one country— the The advantages of overseas jobs are 
United States. Why not look outside 9f: | many including opportunities to see new 

America? International jobs are not Why not look outside of America? people and places. A job in Europe 
often considered even though they can would allow one to travel to a different 
provide many opportunities and experi$ ———— country every weekend. While some 
ences not available in traditional domes- many African countries and India also people can see the World Trade Center 
tic jobs. Having traveled to Europe, and have English as a major language. from their offices, the international 
based on the experiences of some of my Nevertheless, if a company is willing to employee might see such sights as the 
friends who have worked overseas,I find pay for its employees to take technical Eiffel Tower, St. Peter’s Basilica or 
myself in a unique position to offer some classes it would certainly pay for lan- German castles on the way to work. 
insights into overseas job opportunities. guage training. The overseas employee has an oppor- 

/ ; tunity to learn about a new culture and 
q | hy Bu ES yh i ¥ - gain a broader world view. Have you 

' Ba Nagel i ae _ ever noticed that America is at the 
Ne | i | meal |] ai center of many of our world maps? In my 
ye xn ql 7. PA PA ‘ room I have a Russian world map; can 
FRC { an) sN cae “= you guess what city is at the center of 

on ay RYT ie 43 ~that map? People look at the world 
=a ni me IEE : ; og », differently in different countries! The 

WN al 5 : ia eres < » 4 «international employee would learn to 
a ree 1g L : ‘ay —=p Tan sia 2 see the world through another cultures’ 

oN he Gn Lee Pols eet ae Yay eye 

a ea ee — A 
eo | Saal i ee . 5: ‘ 
i es Ay in| fy eH mer Texaco has interest in 135 countries Pm OR it i : i ii 0 ae hes and GM pulls in ten percent of its 

: Ve A ee finan ee ‘ total income from overseas sales. 
Test lias nae dgaal i Weg 
fae al WG kh: a Te ee rt ee 

iF ai bili Puc Il! a ii | With Eastern Europe opening up, 
eee ama esl ae 1 eae He yi ee: na ae are a inroads 

4 ln Pay | li geccsecoenenad ihn: pees» that were impossible to build ten years 
ree By a - ja : ‘a © ago. This summer, for example, I saw 
14 ue eS Ae a ' & British Petroleum and Shell gas stations 

| ee = in H . The ies of E. ee = in Hungary economies of Eastern 
ei ct SaaS B Europe are based on agriculture and 

l| . [  _s ad heavy industry. High technology is of ee : dace ica or ," — _. 4 Ci — i great importance to these industries and 
a ey. : ee lags behind Western standards. For 
Your own flat in downtown London. these reasons, many Western profession- 

als are getting jobs in Eastern countries. 
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The Soviet Union is always in need of 

Cee ee oa, ie ge hard (Western) currency to trade with. 
‘aisles my Le enna a ets ~~. Since Western countries do not accept 
ae ie ‘sesh clams roan payment in rubles, the Soviet Union is 

ite ae aes 722 mm eager to let Western companies export 
Cee. ae OF OLFUFFFCOC—C—t—a 5 Al 
os. ¥ SS, ical LD) aeeamntmmmtinas _ —. their goods in exchange for hard curren- tie. ey ee : : : 
= 7 - nit ihiniititi<. cy. This provides an opening for West- 

4 “aS eee lle J ern professionals to work there. 
2 Wien eS a. ae ¢ ‘ 

Z ee on oa * er a 5 alia Other countries are looking for 

Nel get So ee ON ee engineers and scientists to teach citizens bi" asaemecny 1 ial oe ea _ ; 
: ay rasa a i. belie ve’ of their country. One does not always 
4 es m — a ‘ _ ee a oye = — ey = » * +H c 9 ees eee need a Ph.D. to teach. In the Philip- 

be ~~ O84 i le poo, Say : : 
Pl —— a “eer ii —_ si Ts pines, for example, someone with a 

a - os / fe | : = ; Poe. ea, Masters degree can teach at a university. 
‘ , — ee ae A i cA ros » ic This is also the case in other countries 

( a i Li a He goa oe oe oe & that are emerging from the third world 

A Ce e La iv > . Lec Tt & into the second world. 
‘ Fe ties ay PG - a L | a | w ‘ . : i , me Vi len : ‘ yo S No discussion of foreign industry 
mm Oey [< 2 ‘ — would be complete without mentioning ee lie — ] a | . , 
i ee <a point : : a Japan. Who thinks of high technology 
ial OS er ee 0 _ without thinking about Japan? If you 

Could this be your home away from home? like Chinese food and baseball, you 

— . , should consider finding a job in Japan. RRO SL aa , oye: 
ee & Beg i 

sy ee pe ee 
coe & ee yn Ce 
eg a . 

E Mies aus Wwe “In short, if you have above average 
Soe e : Be ocep 

hos 2. oe Ra = math skills, as most scientists do, you 
ee as se RS . “pf. . 

 . Sw foe: % ak should have little difficulty learning 
Pe c=. walt a gS a 
pe ae a new language. 

ee Oe “ ‘ ig ee Se eS 
= Se: SF ae ry gt ———— 
eS BNA tet vidas ae: . 
Bi ict et 7 PT / 
‘ Re: mad a : i “Sa ae Working overseas does have some 

} » aye 6, 0 ig = drawbacks such as cultural adjustment 
F > - oa . : 

"Se a Wie oe 4 and all the frustrations that go along 
ne an Se ee + + + : 
: «Sally “ae a * PN : oy 2 with learning a new city where nothing 

a le : c ‘ y at a i a 2» is spelled in a familiar way— including 
y i x a is oe e. ein 9 tthe word “bathroom.” However, know- 

Pn RA tia oy oe a. Bel ing that you are experiencing something 
‘ OS, pale eR : 
~- NER esc Sr that few experience, and that your 

a ° NS SSC . 
a deed ~ co aga > “y= income is tax exempt up to $95,000 can 

: BS ~ ef CY CN aaa help overcome these minor hindrances. 
- . fe OMS San ages So now that you are considering 

2 oe Se oh eas “overseas work (if you weren’t you still 
fe ae > Sgt] = wouldn’t be with me) what is the next 
es « tam OR is the nex 

a — * s sont == step? If you have the free credits and a 
* Bey “See eo. +f : 

ik eg AS De 4 specific interest, you should learn the 
. foe st yes So) language. One would also do well to 

ete ® Net eo ey fae find a good book on the subject. One I 
Ps fo, a = é ee . . a 
Be A oe sah < can recommend is International Jobs by 
Ry OM ee ee : ‘ : an fe Pie a p= 88869 ~ Eric Kocher. His book gives addresses to " - ee : Paar See Ce iid, ve =‘S write to and tells what individual compa- a — ba ee = )~—SCté‘<t~é~S«éCSnies’ are’ looking for. Contacting a 

Co See oe ese 2) country’s consulates or embassies wou ae a try’ lat b Id 
a es 2 help one find out what companies 

operate within that country. Whatever 
me you do, I hope you will consider the 
The economic barrier is crumbling and China is opening up. opportunities that are open to you all 

around the world.O 
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by Jett Meleer = OR 

— asi aca aia |! a 1 Gt 
ee ra ce / \ ~ 

es ee — os Lee OLLIE SEG REESE LRA DE TIS ERI TEED ma = in 7 _ = ee | 
Los receesee mocairee meee a 4 7 44 yO i A rid / 

ehh 
- a . /E 

oe Hows -— 4 | | 

_ . SS ™ : Fe 

| 4 oe : \ eo ee ws 4 | \ ol me Fa in “ee ee 0 . > 

It’s a good thing the football team is getting the new Dave McClain Memorial Indoor Practice Facility. Hopefully they won’t have to practice in 
Wendt Library anymore. 
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. yO ~~ ae After a disappointing 3-8 season, football coach Don Morton has turned 
<< A his recruiting efforts toward the engineering campus. Here a graduate 
in cc. a student hands the coach his national letter of intent. 

20 Wisconsin Engineer, December 1987



Darryl G k that t k is the key to winnt arryl Greene knows that teamwork 1s the key to winning. 
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ust a year out of school, Darryl Greene is responsible for supplies 

and services that support 14 major plants in GE’s Lighting business. 
What makes this young engineer so successful, so fast? His dynamic 

sense of teamwork is a big factor. He’s got the confidence to interact 
with people at all levels. His personality inspires trust. He knows how to 

act like a leader, so his colleagues will act like a team. 
Darryl] knows it takes the best resources to back a winner. That’s 

why he chose a job with GE. 
GE provides unlimited scope for outstanding talents. The diversity — 

in businesses, resources, and locations—is second to none. Above all, 

there's a real willingness to give the ball to those who are willing to 

run with it. 
If you want to be a leader, join the front-runner. 

An equal opportunity employer.
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As the demand for scientific information 
grows, only the imaginative and resourceful 
development of high technology instru- 
mentation can provide the answers. Nicolet 
is in the forefront of companies providing 
this instrumentation for: 
Chemical Analysis and Research, 
Neurological Monitoring and Evaluation, 
and Electronic Test and Measurement. 

Nicolet 
a 

a 

5225 Verona Road, Madison, Wisconsin ° Phone 608/271-3333 Sales & Service Offices Worldwide
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